E-FARE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM

ALL TIMES ARE IN EST

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 21 + FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 24
10:00 - 11:00 AM

ALL SESSIONS OFFERED BOTH DAYS

What’s new and improved in the core back-office fare system, MOBILEvario
Sascha Heyer, Team Manager, Back-Office Ticketing, INIT Group
Did you know there is a new statistics app associated with MOBILEvario, your back-office fare

management system? It’s connected to a data warehouse and can combine multiple data sources to
provide fare reporting on most any data set you need. In addition, the MTT certification is all part of

what’s new with MOBILEvario – fare processing open payments in 100-300 ms – even faster than the
credit card companies 300-500ms requirement! Learn about this and so much more in this session
presented by the developer himself.
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

How to master your mobile fare validations and inspections
Martin Nylund, Lead System Architect, INIT Group
In the era of contactless payments, speed, accuracy, and flexibility are essential when handling fares.
Making sure you capture revenues for your service is necessary and how you do that should not be

difficult or time-consuming. INIT has developed, PROXgo, an all-in-one mobile solution for performing

quick inspections and validations. The solution incorporates a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Android
smartphone with INIT fare apps and a near-field communication (NFC) card reader for accurate mobile
fare processing. Get a first-hand look at this cost-effective tool for mobile fare validations and
inspections.
1:00 - 2:00 PM

How to proactively manage fare system maintenance and reporting issues
Paul Cohoon, Systems Engineer, INIT Inc.
Modern-day electronic fare collection systems are complicated financial systems that must adapt to the

ever-changing landscape of system security and scalability. As anyone in the business of maintaining ITS
systems and processes can tell you, the best people for the job are the people who built the technology.
Having experts manage your system allows you to not only benefit from continual and timely

improvements, but also assurance that any system deficiencies will be handled by those who are most
vested - allowing the agency to focus on what they do best- serving their riders. Learn how Tampa and
other agencies are using managed services to solve fare system issues.
2:00 - 3:00 PM

How MTT specifications for open payment technologies are revolutionizing
the public transit fare payments environment.
Andy Singh, Systems Engineer Manager, INIT Inc.
Despite the ravaging effects of the pandemic, positive changes to fare collection in public transit have
been achieved. Contactless and open payments are on the rise. Visa’s Mobility and Transport

Transaction (MTT) framework is an integral part of the positive change coming to fare payments. MTT
certification ensures high transaction speeds so riders can tap and ride public transit systems more

quickly and efficiently. INIT is working together with Visa and The Regional Working Group in Tampa,
Florida to integrate the MTT certification to offer their riders the speed, safety, and ease of open

payments they desire. Learn how we are partnering to make public transit faster, safer, and more
efficient in San Diego, Nashville, Tampa and other cities around the US.

